in Table 1 The processivity of a helicase at a given lattice (e.g., nents within the macromolecular machines that carry template) position is defined as the probability that the out physiological processes. We then proceed to define helicase at that position will continue to translocate forparameters that can be used to quantify helicase funcward by one step along the NA substrate, divided by tion and derive simple thermodynamic equations that the probability that the helicase will dissociate from the describe helicase reactions in isolation and in coupled substrate lattice at that position. The processivity of a systems.
bind with a defined orientation relative to the polar ssNA Gel assays involving the release of one of a pair of complementary ssNA oligomers that differ in size, anbackbone (McGhee and von Hippel, 1974). Thus, the directionality of a given helicase is generally defined in nealed to the ends of a longer linear ssNA oligonucleotide that also contains a central ssNA region that can terms of the polarity of the ssNA segment or "tail" that is required to "load" most helicases at the singleserve as a helicase loading site, have been used to define the polarity and specificity (and sometimes to stranded-double-stranded NA (ss-dsNA) junction at which the unwinding process that is catalyzed by the follow the kinetics) of various helicases (e.g., see Ven . defined, in part, by enzymatic and physical biochemical studies that show that many of these hexameric heliAs indicated above, most helicases function poorly (inefficiently and with reduced processivity) when sepacases actually work as trimers of functionally asymmetric dimers (Dong et al., 1995; Hingorani and Patel, 1996;  rated from the macromolecular machinery and coupling factors with which they are intended to operate. This Yu et al., 1996b). This structural arrangement also applies to the RNA-DNA helicase Rho (Geiselmann et al.,
is because the function of most helicases within such assemblies is not merely to catalyze the opening of a 1992). Helicase Assays and Coupling dsNA segment, but also to drive rearrangements in which one or both of the ssNA products end up bound to A helicase operating in isolation may be difficult to assay, since the ssNA intermediates of the reaction are another macromolecular component. An example might be the ultimate transfer of both initial template strands transient and the final dsNA product of the overall reaction is unaltered from the initial substrate ( Figure 1A) .
to newly synthesized strands in semiconservative DNA replication. Intermediates in such rearrangement proHowever, any protein or enzyme that traps or processes these ssNA intermediates and thus prevents the reancesses are often protein-ssNA complexes-e.g., DNA polymerases or single-stranded DNA binding proteins nealing of the unwound strands can, in principle, work as a helicase "coupling" factor and its binding or activity bound to transiently single-stranded DNA sequences at the replication fork. can be used to monitor helicase action. For example, the ability of the Rep helicase of E. coli to sensitize Often the inclusion of loading (Barry and Alberts, 1994; Morrical et al., 1994) or trapping factors within the reacdsDNA to single-strand specific nucleases in the presence of ATP allowed early workers to attribute a dsNA tion assay mixture can improve helicase activity. A loading factor facilitates initiation of the helicase reaction, unwinding activity to this protein (Takahashi et al., 1979), and changes in intrinsic protein fluorescence that acwhile a trapping component (e.g., ssNA binding protein; see Figure 1B ) facilitates elongation by stabilizing company the binding of an ssDNA binding protein to ssNA intermediates were monitored to track the unwindssNA intermediates in the reaction as they are formed. However, such components may also alter the molecing activity of RecBCD in real time (Roman and Kowalczykowski, 1989). ular mechanisms of the helicase from those displayed in isolation, or when the helicase is properly coupled on experimental conditions and on whether the helicase is operating in isolation ( Figure 1A) , is coupled to a trapwithin the relevant macromolecular machine. One of the challenges of studying helicases within the context of ping component ( Figure 1B ), or is functioning within a complete macromolecular machine. A systematic study a macromolecular machine is to understand not only the molecular mechanism(s) of the helicase itself, but as a function of reaction and coupling conditions is often required to define the dependence of the apparent also how these mechanisms are altered (coupled) when the helicase functions within the complete biological efficiency on these factors. The single-step reaction cycle that we define in Figure  process Figure 1C ), which must involve the (at least partial) that make up the overall process. We call such intermediate reactions single-step cycles (even though they do, release of the helicase from the ssNA lattice, followed by rebinding to a newly exposed downstream ssNA in fact, consist of multiple substeps; see below), because these intermediate cycles can be defined in terms segment. of the efficiency of the helicase-i.e., the distance (k bp) advanced by the helicase into the dsNA substrate as a
The Thermodynamics of the Single-Step Helicase Cycle consequence of consuming a single ATP molecule. This process, which defines the ATPase cycle of the helicase,
The Uncoupled Helicase Reaction The intermediate helicase reaction cycle schematized in represents a single-step ( Figure 1C ) in the "elongation phase" of the helicase reaction. We note that this effi- Figure 1C represents the single-step helicase-catalyzed opening of k bp as a consequence of the binding and ciency parameter (which can also be defined in terms of an apparent helicase step-size) may vary, depending hydrolysis of one ATP molecule. For a helicase moving through a dsNA segment in isolation (i.e., in an uncouwhere 2P ssNA represents the two molecules of free ssNA pled reaction- Figure 1A) Figure 1B) corthermal fluctuations, rather than directly by processes responds to a single-step process that may be thermoinduced in the helicase by ATP binding and hydrolysis, dynamically uphill, downhill, or neutral, depending prithis thermodynamic cost must also be "returned" at marily on the concentration of the ssNA binding protein some point within the single-step helicase reaction that both "couples" and drives the overall process in ( Formaldehyde Melts dsDNA to Equilibrium It is useful to consider two types of "melting proteins" as The conventional wisdom in thinking about helicase mechanisms has generally held that since the opening helicase models here. The first is formaldehyde (HCHO), which can be considered as a paradigm for a dsNA (unpairing) of the dsNA lattice is thermodynamically unfavorable at temperatures below the helix-coil transition melting protein since it binds preferentially to the amino and imino groups of the DNA or RNA bases that are temperature (T m ), the chemical free energy released by ATP hydrolysis in the helicase reaction must be used otherwise involved in interstrand hydrogen bonds within the base-paired dsNA structure (McGhee and von Hipto drive this dsNA unpairing process. In an overall sense this is certainly true, but an alternative view states that, pel, 1977). This reaction is competitive with complementary interstrand base pair formation because the transiif the free energy of activation barrier to unpairing of the dsNA can be overcome by thermal fluctuations (see tion state for the HCHO reaction with dsNA requires that the NA residues that interact with HCHO be neither basebelow), the free energy of interaction between the two strands of the dsNA target of the helicase can be thermopaired nor stacked. The binding site size of formaldehyde is one nucleotide residue (n ϭ 1 nt). This (reversible) dynamically offset by replacing this favorable interaction an input of free energy must then be the release and we will argue that ATP hydrolysis is needed to complete repositioning of the lagging foot domain to provide dithe single-step helicase reaction cycle by driving the rectionality and processivity for the walking of the release of the "lagging" helicase subunit from the ssNA kinesin dimer along the tubulin track. We therefore argue lattice within an oligomeric helicase. This substep then that it is this substep (lagging foot release and reposifrees this (or another) helicase subunit to participate in tioning) in the single-step reaction cycle for kinesin that the (thermodynamically) favorable initiation of the next requires the input of free energy from ATP hydrolysis single-step reaction cycle of helicase advance. This no-(see Gilbert et al., 1998). tion can be more clearly illustrated by considering the This situation is slightly different for the movement of ATP-driven reaction cycle for the directional translocamyosin along an actin track, where it has been proposed that the free energy of ATP hydrolysis is used to switch tion of cellular motor proteins along cytoplasmic fibers. ATPase reaction cycle. ATP hydrolysis catalyzed by chaperonin components then drives a conformational change in the cavity walls, resulting in the burial of these the myosin into a conformation (the ADP-bound state) hydrophobic cavity patches within the wall and the conthat binds the actin filament more tightly than does myocomitant exposure of hydrophilic residues that bind the sin in the ATP-bound state. Here the free energy derived substrate protein less tightly. As a consequence the from the ADP-ATP exchange reaction is used for the substrate protein is released and has a chance to reinirelease and repositioning of the lagging "foot" of the tiate folding (Roseman et al., 1996). Subsequently hydromyosin motor (reviewed by Howard, 1997).
gen exchange techniques were used to directly correlate In both systems the free energy derived from ATP ATP binding and hydrolysis in these chaperonin comhydrolysis is necessary to switch the protein back into plexes with protein unfolding and release (Shtilerman et a conformation (or state) that has a high affinity (myosin) al., 1999). or a low affinity (kinesin) for its track. Reciprocally, the free energy derived from the ADP-ATP exchange reaction is used to switch the protein into a conformation Thus, in our present terminology, the elongating polymerase serves both as a helicase and (together with the next required NTP) as a helicase coupling factor, maintaining the position of the transcription bubble on the template lattice and driving the directional movement of the transcription complex along it. The dsDNA opening reaction of the transcription complex (i.e., the helicase function itself) operates by a single bp thermally driven "invasion" process, much like that described for the step-wise melting into dsNA of a single-stranded NA binding protein or protein model (e.g., formaldehyde) discussed above. Here the directionality of the helicase reaction is maintained by the coupling of the polymerization of RNA to the advance of the transcription complex. The efficiency of the tightly coupled dsDNA unwinding-RNA polymerization reaction, in this context, can be defined as one bp opened per NTP hydrolyzed and incorporated, since the template-directed extension of the nascent RNA by one NMP residue is accompanied by a forward translocation of the transcription bubble by one nt along the DNA template strand.
When this tight coupling is lost, presumably as a con- gation processes of transcription can be considered to involve helicase reactions. Here the dsDNA opening process is directional and is driven by NTP hydrolysis open promoter-polymerase complex in which the tem-(and by NMP incorporation) when the RNA polymerase plate strand is exposed for template-directed synthesis.
is coupled to the movement of the transcription bubble, After initiating nascent RNA synthesis and leaving beand nondirectional (i.e., driven by diffusion manifested hind the promoter-recognition (specificity) factors, the by random sliding) and independent of NTP binding and core transcription complex moves into the very stable hydrolysis when the coupling at the active site is reand processive elongation phase of the transcription leased. Furthermore here the helicase (opening) reacreaction ( Figure 5A ). Here the nascent RNA chain is tion, like that for the nonkinetically blocked melting reacextended by one nucleotide residue for every NTP that is tion seen with single-stranded DNA binding proteins hydrolyzed and incorporated (as NMP) into the growing and models (discussed above), clearly depends on the RNA chain. This elongation process involves the formastepwise single bp thermal fraying of the dsDNA ahead of (or behind) the transcription bubble. tion and translocation (with the polymerase and the tran-shown in Figure 6B . Such constructs have been used to characterize the Rho helicase reaction in detail (Walstrom et al., 1997). In these studies the individual steps of the overall helicase reaction can be separated into three sequential processes: (1) loading of Rho onto the nascent RNA; (2) ATP-driven translocation of Rho along the ssRNA transcript; and (3) opening of the upstream ds(RNA-DNA) hybrid segment. These studies showed that the Rho helicase moves processively and directionally along the ssRNA lattice with an efficiency of 1-2 nt translocated per ATP molecule hydrolyzed, and that this translocation continues along the RNA with the same efficiency (now defined as bp opened per ATP hydrolyzed) when the ds(RNA-DNA) hybrid is encountered ( Figure 6B) . The processivity and efficiency of translocation along the ssRNA lattice can be decreased by increasing the salt concentration of the assay solution, presumably reflecting the formation of secondary structure and stacking interactions within the ssRNA lattice that makes Rho advance more difficult. In contrast, the processivity and efficiency of the movement of the helicase through the ds(RNA-DNA) hybrid is not salt concentration dependent (Walstrom et al., 1998). and extent) to the thermal fraying that would occur at an ssDNA-dsDNA junction in the absence of the helicase, the opening reaction would be purely "passive" in terms of the nomenclature developed for helicases by Lohman and coworkers (see Lohman and Bjornson, 1996) . In contrast, an "active" process would involve direct participation of the helicase itself in the dsDNA opening process, perhaps by an ATP-dependent protein-driven distortion of the nucleic acid lattice. An intermediate possibility is that the reaction is "largely passive." Here the basic opening process would continue to be driven by thermal fluctuations, but the proximity of the leading edge of the helicase could augment this thermal fraying by effectively "lowering the local melting temperature" of the dsDNA bp at the replication fork, perhaps by means of "shaped" electrostatic interactions involving basic protein residues at the leading edge of In closing we stress again that helicase reactions in general, and the central roles that these components and closed bp encountered by the RNA polymerase at the front edge of the transcription bubble. As discussed play in the functioning of macromolecular machines, will vary widely in their molecular and structural details. above, the RNA polymerase moves forward in the coupled RNA synthesis process of transcription in singleHowever, we hope that the overall approach outlined here can be helpful in providing an initial mechanistic bp opening steps involving the hydrolysis of a single NTP and the incorporation of a single NMP into the context within which to analyze each specific case. nascent RNA. Concomitantly the transcription bubble
